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the beauty of
fractional wrinkle
treatment with elōs
It’s a fact of life. As we age, the natural substances
that provide the skin with structure and volume

wrinkle
treatment

decrease. The skin loses its ability to retain
moisture and elasticity; therefore it sags and forms
wrinkles. Fractional Wrinkle Treatment with elōs
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technology offers superior results with the highest
levels of comfort and safety.
Schedule a personal consultation today!
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non-surgical

smooth out the
lines of time
The Matrix IR™ Fractional Wrinkle
Treatment procedure, featuring
revolutionary elōs technology, enables
you to comfortably achieve a more
youthful appearance without downtime.
We’re proud to offer elōs, the first and
only technology that uses combined
energies to effectively and gently treat
mild to moderate wrinkles. elōs is truly
the next generation of safe and effective
wrinkle treatment technology.

elōs fractional treatments
Refresh the appearance of areas
around your cheeks and eyes.

Smooth lines around your
nose and mouth.

Look as young as you feel. Schedule a
personal consultation today!

Skin before
elōs fractional
wrinkle
treatment.

How does elōs Fractional Wrinkle Treatment work?

Is elōs Fractional Wrinkle Treatment right for me?

The combined energies of elōs technology precisely heat the
connective tissue within the target treatment area. This
stimulates collagen production and produces a younger
appearance in the skin. Mild to moderate wrinkles are
reduced, and the texture of your skin becomes more smooth
and elastic.

elōs Fractional Wrinkle Treatment is a safe and effective
solution for most skin types.

When can I expect to see results?
Skin after
elōs fractional
wrinkle
treatment.

Most patients start to notice improvement of wrinkles between
2-3 treatment sessions. Some patients note improvement
even after the first treatment. The total number of required
treatment sessions depends on your skin’s condition.

Does it hurt?
Most patients undergo the procedure easily. In addition,
topical anesthetic cream and external cooling can be used
to increase your comfort level. A built-in cooled treatment tip
ensures constant skin surface protection during the
treatment. Many patients return to normal activities
immediately after treatment.

How much does it cost?
Treatment costs vary. Schedule a personalized consultation
for more details.

